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The Michael Dukakis Institute and the Boston Global Forum Announce Strategic Alliance with AI
World Government
AI World Government to focus on AI Ethics and AI-Government as Public Sector Deployment of
AI

Boston, MA – December 4, 2018 – The Michael Dukakis Institute for Leadership and Innovation
and the Boston Global Forum have announced that they will be a Strategic Alliance Host of the AI
World Government Conference & Expo, being produced by Cambridge Innovation Institute. The
event will be held on June 24-26, 2019 at the Ronald Reagan International Trade Center in
Washington, DC.

According to conference founder and chair, Eliot Weinman, “We are pleased to continue our
collaboration with The Michael Dukakis Institute for Leadership and Innovation and their Boston
Global Forum (BGF).  Former Governor Michael Dukakis has been an innovative global visionary
for decades. For the past several years the BGF has conferred with government, research and
technology experts to develop a framework for governments around the world to develop the
proper AI ethics regulations. BGF, which created the concept of AI-Government on June 25, 2018
at Harvard University, and organized the first AI-government conference at Harvard September
20, 2018, will jointly develop a dedicated conference on this topic at AI World Government on
June 24, 2019. AI World and AI Trends will also publish the continuing results of their research for
our global audience.”

AI World Government Conference & Expo provides a forum to educate and inform federal, state,
and local governments on the many benefits of deploying AI technologies. These agencies are
like public and private “enterprises”, which AI World is established and known for. The
government application of AI is already in its early adoption period and has been deployed in a
wide variety of applications that have shown benefits. As AI continues to evolve at a rapid pace,
the next generation of deployment will enable government agencies to:

•	Provide better and enhanced services to its constituents
•	Increase productivity and reduce costs
•	Accelerate the overall digital transformation efforts underway throughout government
agencies
•	Introduce an AI-Government model

AI World Government is also the backdrop for shaping the discussion around ethics, safety, and
regulatory requirements for machine learning, deep learning, computer vision, image and
pattern recognition, and emerging intelligent automation solutions.

According to Nguyen Anh Tuan, CEO of the Boston Global Forum (BGF), “We have been
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collaborating with Mr. Weinman and his team at AI World throughout 2018 to support the event
as an International Host.  We have several activities already underway at AI World 2018, and will
continue our strategic alliance for all AI World 2019 events.  We will present an AI-Government
model at AI World Government.”

About the Michael Dukakis Institute for Leadership and Innovation (MDI)
(dukakis.bostonglobalforum.org)
Michael Dukakis Institute for Leadership and Innovation (MDI) was co-founded by Governor
Michael Dukakis and Nguyen Anh Tuan. MDI generates important initiatives in AI in concert with
the AI World Society 7-Layer Model, and AI-Government, World Leader in AI World Society Award.
MDI is the publisher of Shaping Futures magazine. MDI Innovators are prominent leaders and
scholars with Harvard, MIT, Brown, Tufts, Google, and The New York Times, with a Board of
Leaders composed of: Chairman Michael Dukakis, Director Nguyen Anh Tuan, and professorship
members Nazli Choucri, Thomas Patterson, David Silbersweig and John Savage.

At AI World Conference and Expo, December 4, 2018, MDI and BGF announced the AIWS Report
About AI Ethics, and Government AIWS Ethics and Practices Index, the first AI Ethics Index about
governments.

About AI World Government  (AIWorldGov.com)
AI World Government Conference & Expo provides a forum to educate and inform public sector
agencies (federal, state, and local governments) and its supply chain on the many benefits of
deploying AI technologies. These agencies are like public and private “enterprises”, which AI
World is established and known for. The government application of AI is already in its early
adoption period and has been deployed in a wide variety of applications that have shown
benefits. The event will be held at the Ronald Reagan International Trade Center in Washington,
D.C   
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